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Abstract—The High DefinitionMultimedia Interface (HDMI) is
the backbone and the de-facto standard for Audio/Video
connections between video-enabled devices. Today, nearly ten
billion HDMI devices are used to distribute A/V signals in homes,
offices, concert halls, and sporting events. An important
component in HDMI is the Consumer Electronics Control (CEC)
protocol, which allows HDMI devices to share an HDMI
distribution to communicate and interact with each other. In this
work, we identify security and privacy issues in HDMI networks
by taping into CEC protocol vulnerabilities, using them to
implement realistic proof-of-work attacks on HDMI distribution
networks. We study how current insecure CEC protocol practices
and carelessly implemented HDMI distributions may grant an
adversary a novel attack surface for HDMI devices, otherwise
thought to be unreachable through traditional network means.
We first present HDMI-WALK, a novel attack vector, that can be
used by an attacker to gain arbitrary control of HDMI devices and
perform malicious analysis of devices, eavesdropping, Denial-of-
Service attacks, targeted device attacks, and even facilitate other
well-known existing attacks through HDMI. To defend against
these new HDMI-based threats on a smart network system, we
further propose HDMI-Watch, a novel intrusion detection system
to detect unexpected CEC-based activity within an HDMI
distribution. HDMI-WATCH operates as a standalone smart
intrusion detection framework within an HDMI distribution,
passively monitoring and thus imposing no additional overhead to
CEC communication. To test HDMI-WATCH’s performance, we
evaluated our system in a realistic HDMI testbed with a variety of
consumer HDMI-enabled devices. Our extensive evaluation
results show that the proposed system achieves an average 98%
accuracy in classifying unexpected CEC behavior and identifies
attacks occurring without any form of modification required to
existing devices in an HDMI distribution.

Index Terms—Attacks, HDMI, CEC, intrusion detection
system, consumer electronics control, CEC testbed.

AUDIO/VIDEO(A/V) devices have always witnessed a

wide range of adoption as consumer electronics. The High

Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) is used primarily for

the distribution of A/V signals and has become the de-facto stan-

dard for this purpose [1]. For instance, in many applications such

as concert halls or sporting events, large displays are connected

together via HDMI to show concert images and gameplay, creat-

ing HDMI distributions. Figure 1 shows possible use-cases of

HDMI distributions. Indeed, as of this writing, there have been

close to 10 billion HDMI devices distributed worldwide [2].

With the requirement to merge control and communication over

a single connection, the HDMI Consumer Electronics Control

(CEC) protocol was specified with the release of the HDMI

v1.2a [3]. CEC provides control and communication between

HDMI devices through HDMI cabling, providing audio and

video capabilities to smart network systems. This has led many

vendors to implement CEC features on their devices under dif-

ferent trade names, including: Anynet+ (Samsung), Aquos Link

(Sharp), BRAVIA Link/Sync (Sony), CEC (Hitachi), CE-Link

and Regza Link (Toshiba), SimpLink (LG), VIERA Link (Pana-

sonic), EasyLink (Philips), Realink (Mitsubishi) [4]. The adop-

tion of CEC has become a means of control for well-known

household devices (e.g., Google Chromecast, Apple TV, Sony

A/V Receivers, Televisions). This rapid adoption has made

CEC into an ubiquitous protocol in many A/V installations and

the adoption of CEC enabled devices in conference rooms,

homes, offices, and secure facilities. Previous research works

have shown that attackers are in search of new threat vectors

against resource-limited smart devices and have been working

on defense mechanisms against these threats [5]–[13]. There-

fore, given the popularity and the proliferation of HDMI-based

devices, their security is of utmost importance.

As HDMI distributions are non-traditional components of

smart network systems, current security mechanisms do not

offer any protection against to HDMI-based attacks. Thus,

CEC remains as a widely-available, unprotected, and unex-

plored attack surface without mainstream user awareness. To

demonstrate the viability of HDMI-based threats, we introduce

HDMI-WALK, a novel attack vector that allows attackers to

leverage insecure CEC protocol design and HDMI distribution

networks to attack HDMI devices thought to be unreachable

before through traditional means. Specifically, HDMI-WALK

demonstrates that an attacker can use CEC communication to

perform topology inference, Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks,

eavesdropping, targeted device attacks, and facilitate existing

attacks even without traditional network access. To evaluate

HDMI-WALK, we implemented and executed our attacks in a

testbed containing commodity HDMI devices. Our results dem-

onstrate that an attacker can use CEC as a threat vector to

achieve arbitrary control of multiple devices.
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Moreover, to defend against these threats, we propose HDMI-

WATCH; a novel passive smart intrusion detection system that

protects HDMI distributions against CEC-based attacks. HDMI-

WATCHoperates as a standalone framework in HDMI distribu-

tions, passively monitoring CEC traffic for CEC malicious

behavior. HDMI-WATCH leverages CEC command types and

machine learning techniques to detect unexpected activities in

CEC communication. Additionally, HDMI-WATCH accounts for

expected command lengths, associating CEC command types to

their acceptable message lengths to improve detection. To test

HDMI-WATCH performance, we performed an extensive set of

evaluations in a realistic HDMI testbed with a variety of con-

sumer HDMI-capable devices and against HDMI-WALK attacks.

Our results show that HDMI-WATCH performance achieves an

average accuracy and precision of 98%, detecting unexpected

activities without any form of operational overhead or modifica-

tion to HDMI devices.

Summary of Contributions: The contributions of this work

are as follows:

� We introduce HDMI-WALK, a novel attack vector

against HDMI distributions to demonstrate that arbi-

trary control of CEC devices is feasible for an attacker

using this method.

� We implemented five unique attacks to HDMI distribu-

tions. Specifically, we performed topology inference,

Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks, eavesdropping, tar-

geted device attacks, and facilitate existing attacks.

� We propose HDMI-WATCH, a novel intrusion detection

system that protects HDMI distributions against CEC-

based threats in HDMI distributions. HDMI-WATCH

monitors CEC communication and detects unexpected

CEC behavior occurring in an HDMI distribution.

� We evaluate HDMI-WATCH in a realistic HDMI testbed

with a variety of consumer devices (e.g., Google Chro-

mecast and Sharp Smart TV) achieving an average

accuracy and precision of 98%.

Organization: The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section I presents background information on HDMI device
distributions and the CEC protocol. Section II covers the
related work. Section III presents the assumptions, and
HDMI threat model in our paper. In Section IV, we cover the
architecture, attack implementations, and evaluate our find-
ings for the novel HDMI-WALK attacks. In Section V, defini-
tions and the HDMI-WATCH Architecture are presented.
Section VI covers the HDMI-WATCH implementation. In

Section VII, we evaluate the effectiveness of HDMI-WATCH

detection against HDMI-WALK attacks and discuss our find-
ings. Finally, we conclude this manuscript in SectionVIII.

I. BACKGROUND

In this section, we present some necessary concepts about

the Consumer Electronics Control (CEC) protocol and distrib-

uted HDMI-based device setups.

A. HDMI Distribution Networks

HDMI deployments are not limited to one-to-one connec-

tions. Similar to Ethernet networks, there are many devices

which control the HDMI signal flow and distribute signal in a

controlled and organized manner. For instance, in Figure 2,

the user maintains the same visual image over three displays

and switches between three source devices. This figure also

shows the laptop selected as the active source over multiple

displays. Depending on the device setup, there is a distribution

of CEC through the same connection. We note the following

components in an HDMI distribution and will refer to them

during our work.

Displays: Any device with a primary purpose of being an

end-display such as a television or a projector.

Hubs/Splitters: Any device which primarily allows multiple

video signals to be split to various displays from a single video

input without switching.

Switches: Any device with a primary purpose of allowing

various source device inputs to one or more display device

Fig. 1. Possible examples of HDMI distribution use cases where HDMI-WALK could present a novel threat [14].

Fig. 2. Example HDMI device distribution network including three displays
sharing the same source image (Laptop). Usually, in bars and conference
rooms, displays are chained via the HDMI cables (Figure 1).
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outputs. They also perform switching between these sources to

a different output(s).

Source Devices: Any device which is primarily an HDMI

output-only devices such as a Chromecast or a laptop.

B. The Consumer Electronics Control (CEC) Protocol

CEC was developed to enable interoperability between

HDMI devices, with full the specification in 2005 [3]. CEC

signals are carried through Pin 13 as part of the HDMI inter-

face [15]. The communications in CEC are divided into 10-bit

blocks that include a header, opcode, and data blocks. The

flow of information is dictated by the header, the first eight

bits note the source and destination. Message Destination may

refer to a specific device by logical address or broadcast. This

broadcast functionality is especially exploited by HDMI-WAL-

Kattacks. Figure 3 shows how the CEC header allows for 16

unique IDs (4 bits). IDs 0-E specify device addresses while

the last logical address (F) is reserved for broadcast within the

HDMI distribution. This logical address assignment usually

follows certain device-type guidelines. For example, displays

are usually assigned to the logical address (0), and additional

displays self assign to “free use” (E).

II. RELATED WORK

There has been some research in compromising A/V devi-

ces through a variety of attacks. Work from Zhang et al. pre-

sented a security overview on connected devices and noted

common vulnerabilities such as weak authentication, over-

privilege, and implementation flaws in connected devices [16].

Within the scope of Smart TVs, Oren & Keromytis describe a

method of compromising connected Smart TVs through

Hybrid Broadcast-Broadband Television (HbbTV) and web-

based code injections [17]. Related work from Niemietz et al.

on Smart TVs explores the attacks on Smart TVs through app-

based approach [18]. This work centers on TV embedded

applications, and the security flaws which may come from

vendor-specific apps. On the other hand, research related to

HDMI systems and their security issues has remained a rela-

tively uninvestigated avenue or not systematically investi-

gated by the research community. The most relevant work in

HDMI systems is a 2012 work published by NCC Group,

which focused on vulnerabilities with fuzzing [19]. Similarly,

Smith presented CEC as an avenue of attacks through fuzz-

ing [20]. And, further work presented CECSTeR as a fuzzing

tool [21].

Our work differs from these works as follows: We introduce

a novel attack method called HDMI-WALK to HDMI devices.

Our scope is entirely through CEC as the main vector of

attack and does not rely on any custom applications, software

vulnerabilities, fuzzing, buffer-overflows, vendor-specific

attacks, or traditional network connectivity. We focus on the

exploitation of the CEC protocol in both local and remote

attacks. We demonstrate proof-of-concept implementations of

five different types of attacks; specifically, (1) malicious device

Scanning, (2) eavesdropping, (3) facilitation of attacks(e.g,.

WPA Handshake theft), (4) information theft, and (5) denial of

service through HDMI.

III. PROBLEM, ASSUMPTIONS, AND THREAT MODEL

In this section, we provide a summary of assumptions, defi-

nitions, and the threat model for HDMI-WALK-based attacks.

A. Problem Scope

This work denotes an HDMI distribution network within a

conference room which may be used for confidential presenta-

tions. The topology of this distribution network includes com-

mon HDMI distribution equipment such as switches and hubs

as well as HDMI devices such as displays and sources. The

attacker is an invited guest presenter Mallory, who has a small

amount of time to prepare in the conference room without any

supervision. Mallory either compromises an existing HDMI

device through malware or hides a malicious HDMI-capable

device within the distribution (e.g., connected behind a televi-

sion). Mallory connects her own laptop to auxiliary ports on

the podium prior and during the presentation and perpetrates

the HDMI-WALK attacks. After presenting, Mallory leaves.

Sometime after her departure, further security policies are

enacted, and unsupervised access to the conference room is

disallowed to visitors. Mallory’s only avenue of attack is to

access her hidden device indirectly, locally or remotely.

Attack Mode 1 (Local Communication): Mallory only has

local access when connecting directly to the HDMI distribu-

tion network as a presenter. This case is independent of any

form of network access; it relies on Mallory’s ability to con-

nect to the auxiliary connection on the conference room

podium. Local communication from her laptop through the

HDMI distribution with HDMI-WALK and to the hidden or

compromised device.

Attack Mode 2 (Remote Communication): In this case, Mal-

lory has found an open guest network connection during her

first visit or later gained unauthorized Internet access. This

allows Mallory to enable remote access to her hidden device.

Furthermore, this allows Mallory to perform specific attacks.

B. Assumptions

To perform the HDMI-WALK attacks, we have the following

assumptions.

CEC Propagation: This work assumes full CEC protocol

propagation over the distribution of HDMI devices. Some

devices tested had no function to disable CEC propagation,

even if CEC control was disabled. In testing performed on

Fig. 3. The CEC stack and structure as used in HDMI.
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devices with multiple HDMI ports, we found 80% of devices

provided some form of propagation.

CEC Control: We assume CEC control is active on con-

nected devices in the distribution. This is a realistic scenario,

as we found that in all CEC-capable devices tested, CEC func-

tionality was enabled by default. We also observed that many

devices revert to default settings after a firmware update.

Access to HDMI Components:We also assume that Mallory

has access to some HDMI components (or endpoints) in the

distribution. This is a realistic assumption as A/V components

are often not as secure as networking components. Display

inputs and outputs are often visible and available to presenters.

Presenters are often given enough time to prepare and free

access to A/V equipment in a conference room without super-

vision or suspicion. In some cases, we have found displays

outside conference rooms (connected to the main distribution)

which could act as an access point to HDMI equipment inside

a conference room. The location of these components (e.g.,

wall mounts, cabinets, podiums, etc.) also makes it trivial for

an attacker to connect and hide their own physical devices to

exposed HDMI components. Additionally, exposed, unsuper-

vised HDMI-capable devices allow an attacker to install a

malicious app (e.g., Android-based) or a storage device (e.g.,

USB storage, SD card) with altered firmware and compromise

the integrity of the software of this device.

C. Threat Model

HDMI-WALK assumes the following five threats as part of

the threat model and the feasibility of remote attacks.

Threat 1: Malicious CEC Scanning: This threat considers

the malicious use of scanning features through CEC and

exposed HDMI ports to gather information about the con-

nected devices. For instance, Mallory can create a topology of

available HDMI devices to control and use this information to

perform further attacks.

Threat 2: Eavesdropping: In this threat, Mallory is not pres-

ent but actively eavesdrops on CEC communication through

an implanted device.

Threat 3: Facilitation of attacks: This threat eliminates time

and physical access limitations in network attacks. HDMI-

WALKfacilitates many of these attacks so that they become

more viable or more difficult to detect. For example, Mallory

installs a device to passively capture WPA handshakes, avoid

detection, and control through CEC remotely.

Threat 4: Information Theft: This threat considers informa-

tion theft as a form of data transfer that Mallory may find valu-

able. For example, information about available HDMI devices

or wireless handshake data which would enable future attacks.

Threat 5: Denial of Service: This threat considers Denial-

of-Service attacks where Mallory disrupts the availability of a

system through an HDMI connection. These attacks may be

targeted to a specific device or broadcast to multiple devices.

For example, Mallory prevents the use of a television through

the repeated broadcast of HDMI control commands.

Feasibility of Remote Attacks: An attacker may perform

remote attacks on HDMI distributions in several different

ways. First, Internet-connected devices with an HDMI con-

nection may act on an attacker’s behalf to execute HDMI-

WALKattacks. This can be accomplished through the use of

malicious applications (e.g., Android-based apps, drivers), or

a compromised operating system on the device. For instance,

privileged malware applications in an Android-based A/V

device could make use of the HdmiControlManager and

HdmiControlService to transmit and receive arbitrary

messages [22]. Additionally, without compromising devices,

guest wireless networks are readily available in many loca-

tions. As such, it may be trivial for an attacker to find a guest

network and connect an external malicious device. Further,

cellular interfaces are also available and where a guest net-

work is not available, an attacker may use cellular to enable

remote portions of HDMI-WALK attacks. With Internet access

from guest networks or cellular, the attacker can now remotely

access this device and perform the HDMI-WALK attacks.

Note that this work does not consider attacks that focus

entirely on IP networks; data injection attacks through CEC

such as buffer overflows over CEC or setting manipulation

attacks. Similarly, other protocols, such as USB or Bluetooth

are entirely outside the scope of this paper.

IV. HDMI-WALK

In this section, we present an overview of the HDMI-WALK-

based attacks. The complete details of HDMI-walk can be

found in a previously published work [14]. Figure 4 depicts

the general architecture of HDMI-WALK with four main com-

ponents: local attacker, HDMI Distribution, attack listener,

and remote attacker.

A. HDMI-Walk End-to-End Implementation

The first component of HDMI-Walk is the Local Attacker

which runs the Client Service in their local machine. This

local hardware is temporarily connected to the HDMI distribu-

tion. The client service contains any required modules for

communication to the listener and facilitates the attacks

through HDMI-WALK (�1 ). The physical communication from

the local attacker to the HDMI distribution allows for attack

mode 1. The second part is the HDMI Distribution, which is

the core of our attacks and allows for end-to-end communica-

tion between devices through HDMI as a medium. The user

may scan the distribution for addressed CEC devices, as well

as communicate bidirectionally with other devices (�2 ). The
third part of the architecture involves the Attack Listener. The

attack listener is the physical attacker device and hosts the Lis-

tener Service. The listener service includes all the required

modules for HDMI-WALK communication and listener-run

Fig. 4. General end-to-end implementation for HDMI-WALK-based attacks.
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attacks. This service also includes a remote access module to

enable communication to the remote client if a connection is

available (�3 ). Finally, we have the Remote Attacker, which

communicates directly through a remote connection to the

attack listener if available for attack Mode 2 (�4 ).

B. The Implementation of HDMI-WALK

In order to ensure the attacks are implemented in a realistic

HDMI environment, we created a CEC capable testbed with

standard and widely available commodity HDMI devices pre-

sented in Table I. Here we included two displays, an HDMI

switcher, an HDMI hub, a source and the attacker devices. We

utilized LibCEC, an open-source CEC implementation [23].

This library provides Python modules which we used to create

both the client and the listener services. Due to readily avail-

able CEC support in Raspberry Pi v3 devices, we used two

Pis, one as the listener and one as the local client to perform

the attacks and evaluations. To test WiFi (handshake) and

remote attacks, we created a wireless network.

C. Attacks

In this subsection, we realized HDMI-WALK attacks and dis-

cuss their implications.

Attack 1: Topology Inference Attack (Local and Remote)

This attack is a demonstration of Threat 1 (Malicious CEC

Scanning) possible through CEC in online and offline scenar-

ios. We use the HDMI-Walk architecture to move through

the distribution and gather information about every device

available with malicious intent. This attack can be executed

through the local or remote client. As seen in Table II, we

gather information such as the device logical/physical

address, active source state, Vendor name, CEC Version,

OSD Name, and power status. With this information, an

attacker may as well infer usage from the power state of the

equipment.

Attack 2: CEC-Based Eavesdropping (Local) We perform

this attack to demonstrate Threat 2 (Eavesdropping) and

Threat 4 (Information Theft). In this local attack, an attacker

has access only to the HDMI port for communication with the

listener device. The attacker walks the HDMI distribution and

forwards messages to the listener to activate and record audio.

This audio data is stored locally in the listener device. The

audio data is then transferred to the client at a later date. This

further opens the possibility to a listener which could await

keywords such as “password” passively or use voice-to-text

technology to transfer days of conversations to an adversary.

Attack 3: WPA/WPA2 Handshake Theft (Local) This attack

was specified in order to demonstrate the concepts of Threat 3

(Facilitation of Attacks) and Threat 4 (Information Theft). In

this local attack, the attacker uses HDMI-WALK to facilitate

WPA/WPA2 handshake capture and prevent detection by a

security system in place. In traditional handshake theft attacks,

an attacker has to wait for a handshake to occur, this can take

an indefinite amount of time as the WPA handshake is only

transferred in specific cases [24]. This raises the issue that

forced de-authentication may be detected through a network

scanner such as Wireshark or through more complex

IDS [25]. In this attack, we facilitate such a threat through the

removal of time constraints.

Attack 4: Targeted Device Attack (Local and Remote) This

attack was developed to demonstrate Threat 5 (Denial of Ser-

vice) through arbitrary sniffing and control of a device. In this

attack, the attacker uses functionality from the Python-based

listener service to target a specific device in the HDMI distri-

bution. No matter which method of powering on, the attack

could not be avoided as the targeted display would shut off

before it fully powered up. Additionally, this attack may prove

difficult to detect as it may be mistaken for a malfunctioning

display.

Attack 5: Display Broadcast DoS (Local and Remote) We

developed this attack to demonstrate Threat 5 (Denial of Ser-

vice) through broadcast functionality. This attack abuses the

broadcast function in CEC to cause a DoS condition in any

display within a given HDMI distribution. This attack targets

displays by producing standard CEC commands for source

and input control. This attack first powered on the display if it

was powered off then began rapid input change over all inputs

on the display, rendering the display unusable.

Summary and Findings: During testing of HDMI-WALK

attacks, we identified a vendor-specific vulnerability. HDMI-

WALKcan identify specific device information to develop fur-

ther attacks. We have proven arbitrary control over HDMI

devices which could be used to an attacker’s advantage. Also,

we enabled control of the TV volume and Amplifier volume

with devices in our testbed. This control is completely feasible

in an HDMI distribution with the concepts of HDMI-WALK.

We find these attacks critical as they occur over a medium

without any form of security mechanisms or existing techni-

ques for mitigation. Via Attack 4, we found that the input

change control could become a viable form of a visual attack.

With these functions, display input changes could be used to

trigger seizures (e.g., television epilepsy) with the rapid

TABLE I
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE USAGE

TABLE II
ATTACK 1–INFORMATION GATHERED VIA HDMI-WALK
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flickering of a display switching between inputs [26]. We also

consider volume control to an Amplifier device. A remote

attacker with the control of a distribution can easily adjust the

volume of devices with CEC commands. Extended playback

at high volumes is known to damage sound equipment [27].

An implementation of Attack 1 would first allow an attacker

to infer room occupancy via power state. Combining this with

Attack 4, the attacker could peak the volume output in a room

when nobody is present and cause gradual damage to a sound

system that supports HDMI, which cause a notable financial

cost to the user.

V. HDMI-WATCH ARCHITECTURE

To address CEC-based threats, we introduce HDMI-WATCH,

a passive, easily configured intrusion detection system. In this

section, we detail the different modules of the HDMI-

WATCHarchitecture.

A. HDMI-WATCH Overview

The proposed architecture of HDMI-WATCH is divided into

five different modules, as seen in Figure 5. The first module is

the CEC collector which captures CEC packets from an

HDMI distribution and supplies them to the data handler �1 .
The data handler evaluates and logs the incoming CEC traffic

utilizing the two sub-modules: the data analyzer and the data

logger �2 . The data analyzer is a sub-module used for classifi-

cation, applying a machine learning model over incoming

CEC traffic to perform both binary (malicious or benign) and

signature-based (scanning, data transfer, power change, or

input control abuse) classification. The data logger is then

used to forward this processed data (classification results, and

violations) to both the logged violations and the user notifica-

tion module. The model container stores a machine learning

model of expected communication behavior for CEC-enabled

devices, which is used by the data analyzer sub-module to

evaluate CEC data �3 . Any incoming CEC data flagged as a

violation by the data analyzer is forwarded to the data logger.

The data logger sends the flagged violations to the user notifi-

cation module which notifies the user on unexpected CEC

activity which occurs over the distribution �4 . Finally, the
logged violations module stores all the flagged violations and

relevant data found by HDMI-WATCH �5 . The logged informa-

tion may be queried later for reference, or further analysis.

B. CEC Collector

The CEC collector provides HDMI-WATCH the CEC traffic

necessary to operate over an HDMI distribution. Due to the

design of CEC as a bus architecture, a single point of connec-

tion allows HDMI-WATCH to monitor all active CEC commu-

nication from devices within the same HDMI distribution.

Additionally, the CEC collector parses the raw data received

into a format that other modules of the HDMI-WATCH archi-

tecture can interpret. Formatted messages out of the collector

include all information necessary for evaluation: timestamp,

CEC command type, and CEC packet length. If needed for

logging purposes, the entire CEC packet is also included. The

command type is the main feature and later used by the Mar-

kov model, while the length model uses the packet length dur-

ing the binary classification stage.

C. Data Handler

The data handler acts as the evaluation stage for HDMI-

WATCH. We divide its functionality into two main sub-mod-

ules; the Data Analyzer and the Data Logger.

1) Data Analyzer: The data analyzer is the core of HDMI-

WATCH, making the distinction on whether incoming CEC

data is from malicious or benign activities. Additionally, the

data analyzer performs signature-based classification of mali-

cious activity into different types of attack behaviors (see

Section IV). We refer to Figure 6 for the classification process

performed by the data analyzer. The first step in HDMI-

WATCH classification is binary classification, which attempts

to classify CEC activity as benign or malicious. To perform

binary classification, the data analyzer refers to the model con-

tainer which contains the Markov and length model used for

binary classification. Any violation found from the incoming

data by the models is cached locally by the data analyzer into

lists as flagged data. The data analyzer can determine the num-

ber of violations for the number of messages received. If the

number of flagged violations exceeds the detection threshold,

the activity is deemed malicious. Once a malicious activity

has been identified, HDMI-WATCH begins signature-based

classification, inferring the specific type of activity in the

flagged data (scanning, data transfer, power control, or input

control abuse). To perform signature-based classification,

HDMI-WATCH uses a behavior rule table where command

types associated with different types of activities. For instance,

malicious activity found during the binary classification stage

Fig. 5. Architecture of HDMI-WATCH. Each module numbered.

Fig. 6. HDMI-WATCH classification process.
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will be labeled as power change abuse if most of the violations

in the flagged data are power control commands. The resulting

evaluations from both binary and signature-based classification

along with the flagged data are then passed to the data logger

module for logging and to the user notification module.

Binary Classification. The data analyzer uses binary classifi-

cation in HDMI-WATCH to infer if activities within the HDMI

distribution are benign or malicious. HDMI-WATCH is a flexible

system with adjustments to improve classification accuracy and

better fit the likely heterogeneous HDMI distributions where

HDMI-WATCH is deployed. Thus, HDMI-WATCH employs a

configurable violation threshold as the acceptable number of

violations for a number of received CECmessages. In addition,

the sample of received CEC messages may also be adjusted to

improve the quality of classification. Binary classification in

HDMI-WATCH classifies sets of violations as malicious CEC

activity if the number of violations exceeds the violation

threshold for a number of received messages.

Signature-Based Classification. HDMI-WATCH uses the data

analyzer to perform signature-based classification of malicious

CEC behavior. We create a set of rules for each behavior

(scanning, data transfer, power control, or input control abuse)

and classify violation sets as a second step to the initial binary

classification. HDMI-WATCH uses a predefined ruleset to infer

the type of behavior occurring in a malicious set of data. These

behaviors were selected as they are related to HDMI-WALK

attack behaviors. It is possible to configure HDMI-WATCH to

classify other behaviors with additional rules. We narrow

down to four different unauthorized behaviors from five

attacks using command types:

� Scanning. Scanning is heavily associated with Attack 1.

Scanning is required for an attacker to gather informa-

tion about a CEC distribution and devices.

� Data Transfer. Attempting file transfer over a CEC bus

is not standard CEC operation and is strongly associated

with Attack 2 and 3. To the best of our knowledge, data

transfer capabilities through CEC are not commonly

used by any manufacturer.

� Power Control. While power control commands may be

issued by devices in a benign manner. We can associate

the unexpected use of power control to Attack 4.

� Input Control. Input change may be issued by devices in

standard operation. However, abuse of these commands

is associated with Attack 5.

2) Data Logger: The data logger module receives evalua-

tion results, violations, and relevant data found during the data

analyzer stage. The data logger serves a storage endpoint to

process these results into a database-compatible format. Addi-

tionally to formatting, the logger is responsible for storing this

data into the logged violations database. This module, essen-

tially allows for the users of HDMI-WATCH to refer to past

events and view logs on activity which may have been deemed

suspicious.

D. Model Container

The model container stores the HDMI-WATCH models used

to evaluate CEC traffic in an HDMI distribution. This module

uses the command type of CEC packets as its main feature,

with length as a secondary attribute and is used by the data

analyzer module to predict unexpected behaviors and also spe-

cific types of malicious activities. Specifically, the model con-

tainer is divided into two parts, the Markov model and the

length model. HDMI-WATCHu ses the Markov model to deter-

mine if a command type in CEC traffic is expected after the

last message received. Additionally, HDMI-WATCH uses the

length model to determine if the length of a CEC packet

matches expected lengths for the command type. Packets

which violate these models are flagged as violations.

1) Markov Model: The Markov model is the core module

of the model container and is used by the data analyzer for

CEC data evaluation. Since vendors and attackers have the

ability to create CEC packets of any command type, HDMI-

WATCHmust consider all possible command types as states. In

effect, this yields to a total of 256 (00-FF) states for the

HDMI-WATCH machine learning model. The data analyzer

refers to this model to analyze CEC traffic and infer if

received command type follows expected behavior. Any CEC

packet which does not follow expected behavior is marked as

a violation and acts against the detection threshold, causing

CEC activity to be deemed malicious after being reached.

Mathematical Foundations: We build a Markov-Chain-

based model to perform binary classification of the CEC

behavior within the HDMI distribution. With the Markov

chain model, we evaluate the probability of changes in CEC

command behavior over time. The Markov chain model serves

as the core classification mechanism for HDMI-WATCH.

We represent the probabilistic condition of CEC state changes

in Equation 1 where Xt denotes the CEC command as a Markov

chain state at time t. Figure 7 illustrates a simplified version of a

CEC behavior with three command types defining Markov Chain

states and probabilities (P1,...,P7) of transitions between these

states. For instance, P5 being the probability of a CEC “Power

Off” command being sent after an “Input Select” message.

P ðXtþ1 ¼ xjX1 ¼ x1;X2 ¼ x2. . .;Xt ¼ xtÞ
¼ P ðXtþ1 ¼ xjXt ¼ XtÞ

when;P ðX1 ¼ x1:X2 ¼ x2. . .;Xt ¼ xtÞ > 0:
(1)

Fig. 7. Three command types are shown as states in a CEC Markov Model.
Probabilities given (P1 to Px) as the possibility one command type following
another command type.
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In HDMI-WATCH, we observe the commands transmitted by

a set of devices over time. Let us assume that C denotes a set

which represents a set which contains all transmitted com-

mand types over a CEC bus, such that C = {C1, C2, C3,...,Cn},

where C1, C2, C3,...,Cn = any CEC standard command value

type (e.g., 36, 8f, 00). For the function of time, t, we consider

the command during time t as the state in our model. If we

consider the number of total number of unique CEC com-

mands, there are a total of 256 possible commands which

must be considered.

If we assume that the distribution’s states are X0, X1,..., XT .

at a given time of t = 0, 1,..., T. We can then represent the tran-

sition probability Pij as shown below:

Pij ¼ Nij=Ni;

where Nij is the number of transitions from Xt to Xtþ1, with Xt

= i and Xtþ1 = j; Ni being the total number of transitions from

state i. Initial probability distribution of this Markov Chain is

represented as follows:

Q ¼ ½q1; q2; q3; . . .; qm�;
this model denotes qm as the probability that the model is in

state m at time 0. The probability of observing a sequence of

states (XT ) at a given time T, can be computed as shown:

P ðX1; X2; . . .; XtÞ ¼ qx1
YT

2

PXt�1Xt :

For HDMI-WATCH, instead of predicting future states, we

determine the probability of a transition between states at a

given time. We train our Markov Model with a dataset col-

lected from active CEC devices and create a prediction model

to calculate the probability accordingly. Any packet with a

probability of zero from a previous state is deemed unexpected

and therefore a violation of the Markov model.

2) Length Model: HDMI-WATCH uses a length model to

determine if a command received is of the expected length.

This model contains mappings of associated lengths to com-

mand types found during the training phase of HDMI-WATCH,

taking advantage of the association between length and type

of CEC packets in CEC communication. For instance, mes-

sages with the command type “36” shut off should not contain

additional data and the length model serves as a method to

detect discrepancies in cases such as these. The data analyzer

refers to the length model in the binary classification stage to

determine if CEC packets are violations of the expected length

model. Any CEC packet which is deemed a violation of the

length model acts against the detection threshold and may

cause incoming data to be classified as malicious.

E. User Notification

The user notification module is the primary form of notifica-

tion to a network administrator using HDMI-WATCH. After

CEC traffic is analyzed, the user notification module details

any violations to an administrator. This administrator is shown

the complete set of packets including packet source, packet

destination, command type, data, length, timestamp, violation

type, and possible attack type. Ideally, an administrator

receives a text message or an email when a violation or a set

of violations occur. This information is also archived by

logged violations module of HDMI-WATCH.

F. Logged Violations

The logged violations module acts as a storage database for

any violations found during HDMI-WATCH monitoring. The

administrator queries this module to view a history of viola-

tions and react accordingly to any threat. This enables proper

mitigation by the administrator and allows for simple tracking

of past suspicious behavior. Logged violations only include

commands deemed malicious, as well as evaluations of what

type of action is occurring with a set of these violations based

on HDMI-WALK attacks. This acts as the final stage of HDMI-

WATCHand as a point of reference for any network administra-

tor authorized to view HDMI-WATCH logging.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION OF HDMI-WATCH

To implement HDMI-WATCH’s necessary modules, we used

a modified version of Pulse-Eight’s LibCEC library [23] and

Python extensions [28]. All the software used is open source

and freely available online. We refer to Figure 8 as the testing

environment for HDMI-WATCH. Our testing environment uses

several commodity HDMI devices (A/V receiver, switcher,

source devices, displays), an attacker client, the attack listener,

and a device hosting HDMI-WATCH. We assume the attacker

executes all the HDMI-WALK attacks as covered in Section IV

of this manuscript, receiving execution commands from an

attacker with a connection to the attacking device.

A. CEC Collector

Implementing the CEC collector required modification to

the original LibCEC library. The original LibCEC code filters

some incoming CEC packets, which was not desirable for

HDMI-WATCH. For the CEC collector, we removed all forms

of filtering from the original LibCEC source code. The

removal of such allowed HDMI-WATCH to monitor all ongoing

Fig. 8. HDMI testbed, including two targeted displays, an attacker device,
and the HDMI-WATCH device within the same distribution.
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CEC communication in an HDMI distribution, no matter the

source or destination. Live CEC data was received using our

modified LibCEC library. The received data was then pre-

processed with Python into a comma-delimited string that

included the CEC packet’s timestamp, command type, length,

and the CEC packet itself. Once data was formatted, data was

passed to the data handler module.

B. Data Handler

Both sub-modules for the data handler were instrumented

using Python libraries.

1) Data Analyzer: The data analyzer was implemented as

a Python-based sub-module operating within HDMI-WATCH.

Internally, the data analyzer fetches each attribute from the

received data (timestamp, packet, and length). The data ana-

lyzer takes note of the command type of each incoming

packet. For instance, the CEC packet “02:89:01” was marked

as command type “89” and length of “8”. This sub-module

then queries the model container in search of violations in

incoming data. Incoming CEC packets deemed suspicious are

flagged and logged. This flagged data was then used to infer

the type of CEC activity occurring in an HDMI distribution

given the specific rules from Table III.

2) Data Logger: The data logger uses standard Python I/O

libraries to convert data into a comma-delimited format. This

information was then exported as an external document con-

taining all the flagged data, classification results, and relevant

information.

C. Model Container

The model container was comprised of the two models used

by HDMI-WATCH for classification purposes, the Markov

model and the length model. In this subsection, we overview

the Markov model, the length model, and the data process to

implement these models.

1) Markov Model: The Markov model was stored as a map

of key pairs and probabilities created from the training data.

This model was a comma-delimited document that was

imported into the HDMI-WATCH at runtime. For instance, an

association of command 9D to 90 was stored as follows “9D-

90,0.5”. The first value expresses a command type pair (90

received after 9D). The second value was the probability of

the command type pair occurs in this trained model.

2) Length Model: The length of each packet was associ-

ated with the command type gathered during the training

phase. The length model was stored as a serialized Python dic-

tionary derived from the training data and functions as a

complementary feature to the Markov model. The length

model stored the associated lengths in key-list pairs to their

respective command type. For instance, if the command type

“87” has the expected length as 11 and 14, this was stored as

“’87’: [14, 11]” in the length model.

3) Data Collection and Training: To train the HDMI-

WATCHclassifier, we collected daily data usage from an HDMI

environment. We performed normal operation of the HDMI

equipment as defined in Section V. Normal operations

involved using the environment for music, movies, videos,

and any manner consistent with an HDMI distribution system.

Data from the environment was collected over the span of two

weeks, where users performed normal operations using the

testbed. This collected data was then used as the training data

for the model container module using a python-based software

designed for HDMI-WATCH. In total, we collected 61,765

benign CEC communication packets during the standard oper-

ations of the HDMI testbed as the training data. To train the

model, we followed an unsupervised learning approach that

did not require labeled data for training. We found that the

unsupervised learning approach with the Markov model pro-

vided more flexibility for HDMI-WATCH and required fewer

system resources during the learning process.

D. User Notification

The user notification module in HDMI-WATCH was imple-

mented to notify the user when the detection threshold was

exceeded and thus, malicious activity was detected. The cur-

rent implementation functioned as a popup notification on the

local machine using the Python module Tkinter [28]. Figure 9

shows the notification which occurs when violations exceed

the detection threshold. Implementations of email, texting and

other notifications are a very straightforward task which can

be very easily implemented.

E. Logged Violations

Violations are logged directly into a comma-delimited doc-

ument stored in the device hosting the HDMI-WATCH system.

This file is created using standard Python I/O libraries,

appending messages to the end of the output document. This

comma-delimited document contains all relevant information

to the violation: timestamp, data, packet length, violation

type, and possible attack-type of each violation.

TABLE III
SIGNATURE-BASED EVALUATION BY BEHAVIOR TYPE RULE SET. MALICIOUS

ACTIVITY IS TAGGED AS THE CASE WITH THE MOST OCCURRENCES BY COM-

MAND TYPE

Fig. 9. User notification shown when detection threshold is exceeded in
HDMI-WATCH.
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VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate our solution against HDMI-

WALKattacks. Specifically, we aim to answer the following

research questions:

RQ1: Threshold Evaluation. How does HDMI-WATCH’s

detection threshold affect the binary classification results in

HDMI-WATCH?

(Section VII-C1)

RQ2: Malicious Activity Type. How effective is HDMI-

WATCHin classifying between different types of malicious

behaviors? (Section VII-C2)

A. Attack Implementation

Based on previously mentioned HDMI-WALK attacks, we

perform the attacks as per Section IV specifications. We

assume that the attacker perpetrates the attacks following a

Normal distribution. As such, we assume there is an equal

probability that any attack will occur at any given time and a

valid model to emulate a single attack executed at the time,

which we consider a realistic approach to emulate HDMI-

WALKattacks. Considering t=[0,T] as the timeframe of the

attack, we present the vector of the attacks as follows, with

five types of attacks:

ATi ¼ ½AT1; AT2; AT3; AT4; AT5�; (2)

such that the probability of having an attack occurring:

P ðAT Þ ¼ 1

s
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p e� AT�mð Þ2=2s2 ; (3)

where m is the mean number of attacks per given timeframe

and s being the standard deviation of attacks occurring within

a given timeframe.

B. Attack Data Collection.

To evaluate the data classification capabilities of HDMI-

WATCH, we collected data from the interaction between all

CEC devices in the distribution. The activity collected for the

evaluation included regular CEC activity as defined in

Section V and malicious activities from HDMI-WALK attacks.

During the malicious data collection, we executed each attack

30 times within the HDMI test environment. The collection

resulted in a total of 150 datasets of attack data, 30 for each

attack. Additionally, we recorded 30 datasets of CEC traffic

from the expected operations of the HDMI testbed as defined

in Section V. All of the attacks were executed as noted in

Section IV. For AT1, our attacker device performed CEC-

based scans over the distribution. For AT2 and AT3, we per-

formed file transfer of the captured data to the attacker device.

For AT4, we activated the attack and attempted to power on

the display under attack conditions, recording the attacker

device shutting off the display. In AT5, we attacked a display

in the distribution via rapid input change.

C. Performance Metrics

For performance metrics, we utilized the standard parame-

ters: accuracy, True Positive Rate (TPR), True Negative Rate

(TNR), False Positive Rate (FPR), False Negative Rate (FNR),

recall, precision, and F-score. For instance, in the case of benign

evaluation True Positive Rate (TPR) denotes the total number of

correctly identified benign CEC activity within the test environ-

ment. True Negative Rate (TNR) denotes the total number of

correctly identified malicious CEC activity within the test envi-

ronment. False Positive Rate (FPR) denotes the total number of

cases where malicious CEC activity was mistaken as being

benign. False Negative Rate (FNR) denotes the total number of

cases where benign CEC activity is mistaken as malicious.

RecallRate ¼ TNR

TNRþ FPR
; (4)

PrecisionRate ¼ TPR

TPRþ FPR
; (5)

Accuracy ¼ TPRþ TNR

TPRþ TNRþ FPRþ FNR
; (6)

F1 ¼ 2 �RecallRate � PrecisionRate

RecallRate þ PrecisionRate
: (7)

1) Performance of HDMI-WATCH Classification for Different

Violation Thresholds (RQ1): As part of RQ1, we evaluate

binary classification and the effects of the violation threshold

as defined in Section VI, we processed a total classification of

180 datasets (30 malicious for each attack and 30 for benign

cases) with HDMI-WATCH using different threshold values. As

highlighted in Section V, part of HDMI-WATCH classification

involves the violation threshold per number of packets

received. We refer to the classification results in Table IV for

different detection threshold values (per 400 packets received).

In these results, we show how different threshold values affect

the classification results in terms of accuracy and precision.

Table V presents the binary classification results for T = 2

against malicious and benign behavior with accuracy, preci-

sion, recall, and F1 metrics for each case. We use this value

for T as it presents no false negatives for malicious test cases.

For this case, we obtain an accuracy of 90% and precision of

100% for benign detection, with only three benign cases

TABLE IV
BINARY CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF HDMI-WALKON

VARIED VIOLATION THRESHOLDS T
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misclassified as malicious out of 30 cases. In the case of mali-

cious activity, we achieve an overall accuracy and precision

of 98%.

With the configurable design of HDMI-WATCH, evaluating

the behavior on different thresholds is important and yields

some interesting results dependent on attack behavior. We

observed that the violation threshold is particularly important

for attacks with fewer violations (scanning and power control).

The proposed scanning and power control attacks require less

CEC packets to execute than attacks involving rapid input

switching or data transfer. As a result, the number of viola-

tions is much less for scanning and power control behaviors,

making such attacks less noticeable. Behaviors such as data

transfer in CEC were more easily detectable (higher number

of violations) than power control, as an attack involving data

transfer or input change spam involves many more packets

than abusing shut-off commands. Therefore, if the threshold is

too high then attacks with fewer violations may be missed by

HDMI-WATCH. Inversely, a threshold that is too low, benign

behavior may be improperly classified as malicious, reducing

the accuracy of HDMI-WATCH. During testing, A more inter-

esting case was a benign case with 16 violations. This case

occurred during a manual power cycling of an AppleTV in the

distribution. Media centers such as these are “always-on”

devices thus power cycling was benign, but unexpected opera-

tion detected by HDMI-WATCH.

2) Classification of Malicious CEC Behavior (RQ2): As

part of RQ2, we refer to Table VI for HDMI-WATCH’s effec-

tiveness in classifying different malicious CEC-based behav-

iors. For HDMI-WATCH testing, we classified malicious

activities into four different types of behaviors (scanning, file

transfer, input control, or power control) based on the com-

mand type of the violation. Our results show that HDMI-

WATCHachieves an average accuracy of 98% and an average

precision of 99% for signature-based classification. Addition-

ally, our results show that transfer and input change behavior

detection achieved perfect classification with HDMI-WATCH.

In the case of power command abuse, HDMI-WATCH misla-

beled one case as scanning behavior, impacting the individual

accuracy for scanning and power behavior classification.

One of the observations made is that some attacks were

more easily distinguishable than others. We highlight that data

transfer and input behaviors were classified with better accu-

racy as they involve many CEC packets from the attacker. For

instance, in the case of file transfer, the serialization of packets

and then transmission of those packets yields to many viola-

tions of command type “00”. This command type is matched

to values on the table and the activities identified as data trans-

fer. Similarly, rapid input requests require the use of CEC

command “20,” allowing HDMI-WATCH to easily distinguish

the type of behavior being executed. In contrast, other

behaviors with a smaller footprint (less CEC packets required)

such as scanning and power control do not rely on a large

number of CEC commands to execute. In effect, these behav-

iors were more difficult to detect by HDMI-WATCH compared

to other types of behaviors.

3) Benefits and Discussion: There are notable benefits to

using HDMI-WATCH.

Complete Passive Monitoring. HDMI-WATCH is based on

complete, passive monitoring. This has two main advantages.

First, HDMI-WATCH does not affect CEC performance in an

HDMI distribution. Second, our method does not require any

changes to the overall protocol or to existing devices in a

distribution.

Complete Black-box integration. HDMI-WATCH resolves

one of the biggest issues of HDMI-based devices, the lack of

technical documentation. HDMI-WATCH does not require

knowledge of source code or operation of any device. HDMI-

WATCHmay learn from live analysis during the training phase

of a system.

Flexible Design. It is possible to adjust HDMI-WATCH to

specific deployments. For instance, the threshold used to clas-

sify if an activity is malicious or benign can be adjusted. In

addition to the threshold, the number of packets on which the

threshold is applied to may also be easily configured to fine-

tune HDMI-WATCH classification. Additionally, the signature-

based classification ruleset may be altered to include different

types of behaviors not covered under this work.

Privacy. HDMI-WATCH only requires command type and

length to operate. With the ability to strip communication

data from packets HDMI-WATCH requires no sensitive

information to operate. HDMI-WATCH can improve the pri-

vacy of an HDMI system by detecting the insertion of new

devices and preventing malicious CEC scanning. Even

though inferring sensitive information within an HDMI

distribution from malicious scanning or passive sniffing is

possible, a more formal privacy analysis on HDMI is nec-

essary to fully evaluate CEC information leakage. As CEC

behavior varies from different devices and device-to-device

interaction, a future study on privacy issues from HDMI

behavior is needed.

Detection Time. HDMI-WATCH attack detection is based on

how quickly CEC packets are issued during the attack, most

attacks were detected before the attacks had finished. As such,

attacks that issue more packets in a shorter span of time are

going to be detected quicker. The time of detection is also dif-

ficult to guarantee due to several factors affecting the attack

behavior. For instance, an attacker may send CEC packets at a

slower rate to accomplish the same attack over a longer span

of time. Additionally, data-transfer behaviors may vary

TABLE V
BINARY PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FOR HDMI-WATCH. CLASSIFYING

EXPECTED VS UNEXPECTED BEHAVIOR FOR T=2

TABLE VI
SIGNATURE-BASED CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THE

PROPOSED IDS. DETECTING BEHAVIOR BY TYPE
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depending on the amount of data transmitted and the rate of

transmission. As attacks are detected through the detection

threshold, the threshold can be adjusted to detect slower

attacks by reducing the detection threshold. However, while

this may raise the number of false positives, attacks would

also be slower and more ineffective.

Scalability. As with many machine learning systems, data

must be gathered on every testbed and on the addition of every

new device. This is not unreasonable, as new devices might

not be added often within HDMI distributions. As such, the

design of HDMI-WATCH allows to save and load models. It

may be possible to create models of combinations of devices,

and just load the right model into HDMI-WATCH when a new

device is added. As devices of the same make and model

should have similar behavior, models may be reused in multi-

ple distributions. Additionally, it is possible for HDMI-

WATCHto ignore certain devices temporarily while a new

model is built. Such actions could reduce false positives for

devices which were not in the testbed before. Another solution

is to add a CEC-less adapters to new devices, this would keep

them from entering the CEC bus while allowing all other

HDMI functionality.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Today there are close to 10 billion High Definition Multi-

media Interface (HDMI) devices in the world and HDMI has

become the de-facto standard for the distribution of A/V sig-

nals in smart homes, office spaces, sports events, etc. A com-

ponent of this widely-deployed interface is the CEC protocol

which is used to control devices using the HDMI interface.

With no currently known security solutions in place or secu-

rity implementations in the CEC protocol design, CEC opens

a realm of possibilities to attackers. In this work, we high-

lighted HDMI-WALK, a novel attack surface against HDMI

distribution networks and presented five different attacks

using this vector. We studied how current insecure CEC pro-

tocol practices and HDMI distributions may grant an adver-

sary a viable attack surface against HDMI-enabled devices.

Using HDMI-WALK, we analyzed the CEC propagation and

implemented a series of local and remote CEC based attacks

as a proof-of-concept design. Specifically, we used HDMI-

WALKto perform malicious analysis of devices, eavesdrop-

ping, Denial-of-Service attacks, targeted device attacks, and

facilitate existing attacks through HDMI. As current network

security mechanisms only protect traditional networks and

components, CEC-based threats are outside of their scope.

To defend against these threats, this manuscript proposed

HDMI-WATCH, a novel easily-configured security mechanism

tailored specifically for the classification of CEC-based

abnormal behavior. HDMI-WATCH operates as a passive,

standalone framework in an HDMI distribution and provides

no additional overhead to CEC communication. Finally, We

evaluated the performance of HDMI-WATCH in an HDMI

testbed under realistic conditions. HDMI-WATCH evaluation

results showed levels of over 90% in accuracy and precision

for binary and signature-based classification.
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